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ROUND 2 SUPPLEMENTARY REGULATIONS

June 22, 2019 | Biķernieki, Rīga

The supplementary regulations are written in both Latvian and English. In case of any discrepancies in writing
or interpretation, the Latvian version of the text will be used.
Baltic Time Attack Series takes place in accordance with the regulations, LAF National Sporting Code, LAF
Standard Automobile Commission documentation and the regulations with the Baltic Time Attack Series
documentation. These regulations are an addition to the Baltic Time Attack Series regulations.
Any changes or additions to these regulations will be announced through numbered and dated Appendixes,
which are agreed upon by the organizer or stewards.
Round 2 description in chronological order
Online registration:

beginning from

03.06.2019

Conclusion of the online registration:

21.06.2019 at 21:00

Registration:
Technical scrutineering:

22.06.2019 from 7:30 to 9:30
22.06.2019 from 7:30 to 10:00

Start of round 2 qualifying heats:
Planned start of round 2 heats:

22.06.2019 at 10:00
22.06.2019 at 12:00

Planned finish of round 2:

22.06.2019 at 18:00

Publishing of official results:
Awards ceremony:

22.06.2019 at 18:15
22.06.2019 at 18:30

Round 2 description
1. Round 2 of the Baltic Time Attack Series takes place in Biķernieki, Sergeja Eizenšteina street 16, Rīga, on
June 22, 2019.
Round 2 start – 22.06.2019 at 10:00
Round 2 finish – 22.06.2019 at 18:00
2. Baltic Time Attack Series organizers:
Organizer: Biedrība „Auto motoru
eduards.kalve@gmail.com

sports”,

Reg.no.:40008101471;

phone:

29114344,

e-mail:

Event officials:
Organizer
Clerk of the course
Chief steward
Chief of officials
Event secretary
Chief scrutineer

Eduards Kalve
Gunārs Ķeipāns
Gunārs Ķeipāns
Māris Baumanis
Matīss Lūkins
Dainis Akmentiņš

3. Online registration begins on 03.06.2019, at www.timeattack.lv. All official information about the event is
available on www.timeattack.lv and www.laf.lv.
4. The competition is open to any car that meets the technical regulations of Baltic Time Attack Series, with
the cars being split into the following classes:
4.1. 2000 (street legal cars with engine capacity up to 1999 cm3);
4.2. 3000 (street legal cars with engine capacity up to 2999 cm3);
4.3. 3000+ (street legal cars with no engine capacity limitations);
4.4. PRO2000 (race cars with engine capacity up to 1999 cm3);
4.5. PRO3000 (race cars with engine capacity up to 2999 cm3);
4.6. UNLIMITED (race cars with no engine capacity limitations);
4.7. SUPERCAR (class for exclusive vehicles, in accordance with the Supercar class vehicle list);
4.8. Organizer has the right to create additional classes for a particular event.
5. Entry fee in 1 class: 150,00 EUR
5.1. The entry fee includes the cost of a one-time licence (15 EUR). Competitors with a 2019 LAF SAK licence
have an entry fee of 135 EUR.
5.2. When registering for the event, a competitor has to pay one half of the entry fee (75 EUR), doing so by
bank transfer to the organizer’s, Biedrība “Auto motoru sports” (reg. no.: 40008101471), bank account: AS
Swedbank, LV64HABA0551024778485, with a note: entry fee, and listing the competitor’s first and last
name. The remaining half of the entry fee needs to be paid when arriving at the track for the event. If a
competitor does not come to the event, the entry fee will not be returned.
5.3. A competitor is registered for the event when the entry fee is received.
5.5. If a competitor does not want to place the organizer’s sponsor advertising on their car, they have to
pay an additional fee of 150,00 EUR.
6. Competitor document checks. When registering at the track, the competitors will have to show:
6.1. Their driver’s licence, except for cases that are mentioned in the Baltic Time Attack Series regulations.
6.2. Personal insurance that covers motorsports as one of the risks (minimum coverage amount – 1500
EUR).
6.3. After a successful registration, the competitor will receive:
6.3.1. start numbers, which need to be put on the rear side windows of the car.
6.3.2. advertising stickers that have to be put on the car, in the required spots. Directions on where to place
the stickers are given out along with the stickers themselves.

7. Event description and start order
7.1. As part of the event, each competitor does a 10 minute qualifying session and two 20 minute sessions,
with a rolling start and finish. Time control is done electronically. In case of technical difficulties – with a
stopwatch, by rounding the results to the nearest tenth of a second.
7.2. There are 7-15 cars on track simultaneously in each heat.
7.3. It is allowed to overtake other cars on track. The slower car has the obligation to let a faster car pass.
7.4. If a driver is late to their start, they lose the right to take part in the particular session.
7.5. Disobeying the orders of officials will result in exclusion from the event.
7.6. At all times of the event (from the registration on the morning of the event, all the way to the awards
ceremony), all cars must fully meet the requirements set out in the regulations.
8. Results
8.1. The event result is based on the fastest lap time set in any of the sessions except qualifying.
8.2. The results will be published after all cars have reached the finish.
8.3. Official results will be published on www.timeattack.lv on the day after the event.
8.4. All competitors will also have their results count towards the Baltic Time Attack Series season
standings.
9. Safety requirements
9.1. All cars on track must have their low-beam lights turned on.
9.2. If a car is unable to complete a full distance in a heat, and has to stop at the side of the track (in order
to not disturb other drivers), the driver must immediately get out of the vehicle and get over the track
fencing. It is forbidden to do any repairs while on the track.
9.3. Only a fire extinguisher, affixed in accordance with the technical regulations, can be inside the car.
9.4. It is forbidden to have any objects that are not fixed in the car during a heat.
9.5. The driver must be strapped in with the safety belt (belts) and be wearing a fastened helmet that was
designed for car racing (with an “E” marking on it), as well as a shirt with long sleeves, long sleeved pants,
closed type shoes and gloves.
10. Awards ceremony
Competitor awards ceremony takes place around 15 minutes after the publishing of official results.
12. Arrival at the event venue
Competitors should arrive to the event at Biķernieki circuit between 7:00 and 9:30
12.1. They must register for the event, go through technical scrutineering and put the car in the service
area.
12.2. Competitors need to stay at the track venue from the moment they register for the event until the
moment the event concludes. Disobeying this rule can result in the organizer no registering the offenders
for the following events or excluding them from competing in the future.
13. Number of participants in an event
Maximum number of competitors in the event – 135.

